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Three Cheers for the Champ!

Presently walking the
halls of the Morse school there
are students who would rather
be tumbling, cartwheeling and
performing aerial stunts on the backs and shoulders of classmates. Yet, there is an unassuming
individual who actually does these things in
cities around the country on the weekends.
Very few of her classmates know that she is a
two-time national champion based upon her
enthusiasm and acrobatics. Instead, they notice
her smile and warm personality.
Fifth grader Ashley Lenz, recently
flew back from Atlanta, Georgia with her second National Cheer Team Championship.
Competing at Junior Level III against teams
from across the United States and four countries, Lenz and her Albany, NY based Vipers
cheer team won the Cheer Sport National
Championship in early February. The two-day Ashley Lenz has experienced the
competition took place in four separate loca- thrill of victory at the highest level.
tions in Atlanta and featured more than 1,100 teams competing
ed an hour
at different levels in front of

25,000 fans.
This is the second consecutive year Ashley has been part
of a national championship. Last
year, her Gym Stars team, based out of Saugerties,
took the title at a competition in Disney World in
Florida.
Since Kindergarten she has been working
with the Gym Stars Cheer Competition Team and
was forced to look for a new program when the
Gym Stars coach left for a job in Connecticut. Ashley needed o continue her development. “My coach
moved to CT. We didn’t have a cheer coach anymore. My instructor recommended Cheer Intensity,” she said.
“I used to dance when I was three. I like to
do tumbling and more. My mom suggested I try
cheer. I really love it,” said Ashley. She tried the
Gym Stars program when she was in Kindergarten
and has stuck with it ever since.
The move to a new program which includdrive each way was a challenge, but has worked out
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The 2016
sync. Paul said, I
sixth grade lip sync
don’t have a favorite
is only one week
act but I am doing
By Liam Turk
away and the
“Twist and Shout by
Morse school is
the Beatles.”
bursting with anticipation.
Samantha doesn’t have a parSixth graders have been
ticular favorite act either but
preparing since late 2015
she is doing “Hit Me With
for this big event.
Your Best Shot’’, by Pat BePaul Croce, a
natar. Samantha is performing
sixth graders in Mrs. Tuckwith Madilin Green, Morgan
er’s class is one of the exBennett and Amber Banas.
cited performers. “I feel
Paul is performing with Jack
pretty excited.” He said
Quinlan,
Jared
McCaig,
though he is looking forMitchell Hart, Marciano
ward to the performers, Paul and Samantha are ready to give it their best shot. Neglia and Isaiah Snyder.
he is also anxious “I am
Paul’s advice for fifth
extremely nervous.”
graders who are thinking about next year, “Just
Fellow student Samantha Tubby is in
pick a song that you really like.” Tubby said,
Mrs. Tucker’s class. “I am excited,” Tubby
“You should really pick your song in the beginsaid. Tubby said that she is also nervous, like
ning of the school year.”
Croce and many of the other performers.
In less than a week the sixth grade lip
They have been watching the practices
sync dreams will come true.
and auditions and feel this will be a great lip
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What is Up with the Weather?!
By Samantha Tubby
The weather has been weird this year, why well keep reading?! January is
on average the coolest month, but has it been this year? The average temperature is
30 degrees Farenheit or below. It has been in the 40 degrees Farenheit or more, that’s
crazy. January was mostly sunny or partly cloudy.
Last year there was snow on the ground from November through March.
There was not a sizeable snowfall until late January 2016. Last year, many schools
had already used their snow days before we had used one this year. Last February it
was the second coldest month in history. It was -15 degrees F on 2/11/1899, it was
also 84 degrees F on 2/25/1930 and this is in February. The average precipitation for
February is 2.7 inches that is close to 3 inches.
For March it was 4 degrees 3/4/1873 or 93 degrees 3/27/1907. Average precipitation is 3.5 inches that is close to 4 inches that is the weather for 3 months.

Since January 19, Morse sixth
graders have been auditioning and practicing for the lip sync. The Lip Sync at Morse
is one of the biggest events for sixth graders.
Since kindergarten these kids have been
waiting to perform their favorite song. But
the performers aren’t the only people who
By Ginger Defino
make the show amazing. The stage crew
helps with moving props and getting the
next acts ready, sometimes they even appear in some acts as extras. The teachers
probably have the biggest job and part in making the show so entertaining. They organize every audition and make sure everything is going as
planned. Together they all make a great performance.
The kids performing also get to make their own
backdrop to fit their song. The backdrop includes the song
title, the artist of the song, and the names of the performers.
When creating the backdrop performers get to show their
artistic side.
The show includes a teacher act, a parent act, and
the student acts. Sometimes there is a finale song too, that
includes all the students in the sixth grade.
Sixth grade performers Aiden Zarcone and Karissa
Heiss are eager to hit the stage. Aiden is doing the song
“The Man in the Mirror” and Karissa is doing “Best Song
Ever”. Aiden is getting ready by practicing almost every- Karissa is guaranteed to
day. “I practice a lot with Mr. Defino’s class and with light up the Lip Sync Stage!
Shawn (Sussman).” He enjoys the who process, not just
performing. He said, “Backdrop making is awesome because everyone is so nice and
I just want to return the favor.” He said the overall experience is great!
Karissa is also practicing hard. She said, “I practice a few times a week.”
Her favorite part is to perform. She has two words to describe the overall experience.
“It’s good,” she said.
Hopefully the Morse Lip Sync this year is a big success!

Lip Sync
2016

News Department
Edited by Molly Reynolds

PARP
By Jenna Wormell
A lot of students participated in
PARP. PARP stands
for Parents As Reading Partners.
Our
school is one of many
that participates with
the PARP program.
This year’s reading
theme
was
Star Gabriella Brocco
Wars.
Gabriella Brocco is a third grader in Mrs. Ryan’s class. Gabriella likes
to read and participated in PARP this
year. Although, she states, she has never
read or watched any Star Wars.
She had a lot of fun reading and
enjoys reading to her younger sister.
Brocco also read with her mom during
the four week program. Her favorite
book is The One and Only Ivan.

Publisher’s Note:
Since 1991, students have created this newspaper. Each year the paper takes on the personality of the
class that runs it. Students take great pride in this endeavor and we are proud to share our work with you.
Students perform all the tasks associated with
the creation of this publication. As the publisher of the
paper, I feel that its unique and indelible value lies in
student ownership of the publication. This is a student
paper run by students and read by students. Students are
involved in all areas of decision making, content selection,
writing, editing, proofreading and layout. Sometimes
mistakes are made, but it is these mistakes that many
valuable lessons are learned. My role as publisher is
facilitator, coach and mentor.

Publisher:
Mr. Defino
Editorial Advisory Board
Editor-in Chief
Kierstin Benson
Liam Curtis
Composition Editor
John Turk
Promotion Editor
RJ Paff
Tyler Hommel
News Editors
Molly Reynolds
Sports Editor
Liam Curtis
Entertainment Editor
Spencer Flanagan
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The Sixth Grade Lip Sync is Here
By Gavin Ingrassia
The Sixth Grade Lip Sync is almost here. The Morse school is electric with excitement. This is the most anticipated event of the year and it happens right here on
March 4th. One performer is Shaun Sussman. Shaun is doing the song, “Your Collision”
by Hudson’s Crew. Shaun is brave enough to fly solo.
“It spoke out to me,” said Shaun. He was going to perform another Hudson’s
Crew song called “Spacebound” but did not want to cut the song to fit the three minute
time limit. “This song is about the ancient Roman ruins and it means a lot to me,” he explained.
“It is hard to manage all of the practices,” said Shaun. “I keep practicing because I can’t wait to hear the roar of the crowd.” He will wear a special apocalyptic outfit
and get a special haircut for his performance.
RJ Paff and Tyler Hommel are also performing in the Lip Sync. They are in the
same group. They are doing the song “Fresh Prince of Bel Air.” They said that would be
a good song for the audience to listen to. “It is a song the crowd would know,” said RJ.
The rest of the group is John Turk and Asmir Ayaz.
Both acts find preparing for their performance to be challenging. Shaun said, “I
am going through a lot of practicing. I need to memorize the lyrics and get my moves
You can bet everything will be in perfect tune down.” RJ agreed with Shaun. “We are always getting together and working on our
come show time for Shaun and his
dancing.” Tyler added, “Getting the dance moves correct is a challenge.”
performance.
The crowd, the music and the energy will make this moment one you will not
forget. Tickets for the Lip Sync will be on sale during the week. Make plans to be there.

Martin Luther
King Jr. Day
By Aiden Zarcone
On the third Monday in January, we
celebrate a special day called Martin Luther King Jr. Day. The reason
we celebrate this day is because we
are equal no matter what skin tone
we have.
Martin Luther King was born in
1929. He was living in an environDr. Martin Luther King’s impact is felt all over the world ment where people were judged by
and his message is just as important fifty years later.
the color of their skin. Blacks were
treated worse than whites, so Martin
Luther King did things to support blacks. He led marches, made speeches and helped
with other people that supported blacks. The Bus Boycott was a very important event
because the blacks were told to get off the bus. Martin Luther King later saw Rosa
Parks, she refused to move out of her seat and did the right thing. In 1963 Martin Luther King Jr. received the Noble Peace Prize for his “I have a dream” speech. He was
assassinated in 1968, but we still remember him today. He has even made other
speeches that inspired others.
People have decided to change the law so we’re not treated badly and people
made Martin Luther King Jr. Day a national holiday. It is very important to know why
he made his speech and why we still honor him today. We should also know how hard
it was when people were being treated and the challenges Martin Luther King went
through.

GET THE
FACTS!
Just a few years ago these
names roamed the halls of the Morse
School, Miranda Ritvanen, Nickie
Joers, Rachel Wood, Kellyann Averill,
Anna and Grace VanRoy and Erin
Dudzic. Today these girls are the
Class A champions of Section IX.
These young ladies developed their love of basketball from
Morse teachers, Mrs. Fanelli, Mrs.
Constable, Mr. Buonfiglio and Mr.
Vail . Without the nurturing of the
game during their early years of playing, it is unlikely the girl’s would have
achieved this milestone. Nearly half
of the team attended Morse and it is no
coincidence they have played such a
significant role in achieving this coveted distinction.
Thank you coaches Constable, Bounfiglio, Mrs. Fanelli fand Mr.
Vail for taking the time to pass on
your love of the game to these girls.
Now enjoy the fruits of competition.

This simple fact proves that
those who read “Just Print It”
are 10% smarter than those who
don’t read.
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A Time to Savor
By Tyler Hommel

Lip Sync 2016

The sixth grade class is ready to rock. The annual lip sync performance is scheduled for Friday March 5
and will feature the talents of the Morse sixth grade class.
RJ Paff is ready to
go. RJ Paff is 6th grade
Mrs. Tucker’s class. He is
in a group of 4 people. The
names of the boys are John
Turk, Asmir Ayaz , RJ Paff
and myself. The song that
RJ’s group is doing is the
theme song to old TV show,
“Fresh Prince of Bel-air.
RJ and his group
have been practicing since
early January. Each week he
has had about 2 to 4 practices to finalize all of the details.
RJ is looking forward to sharing the stage with
his classmates and having a great time. As a matter of
fact, he isn’t even nervous. RJ reasoned, “No, I am not
nervous because I will be laughing and having fun.”
It is sure that he will not be the only one enjoying themselves during this big night at Morse School.

Donation Dollars
By Teresa Bautista &
Maya Hendrickson
Nick Stinemire, our student council vice
president previously had a birthday. Instead of asking for presents at his
birthday party, he had
asked for money. He had
ended up with $250.
He had decided
to donate it to Saint Baldricks because of the loss
of Jayden Holzhauer when
we were just in the 3rd
grade. He had also donated it because he had said
“I didn’t need anything
Nick donated his birthday
and it would be very nice.
As you can see money to remember a friend.
Nick Stinemire is a very
generous boy here at Grant D. Morse elementary
school.

The Time has Come
By John Turk

The Lip Sync is here! Most of the sixth grade students are
preforming and the acts are fantastic. Some students are performing
with friends and some are going solo.
Aiden Zarcone is new to Morse
this year and he is going solo. He has
been working very hard on his act,
which is a tribute to Michael Jackson.
Zarcone is doing “The Man in the Mirror.” Aiden has been practicing his
moves everyday in preparation for this
big event.
Asmir Ayaz is performing with
his friends Tyler Hommel, RJ Paff and
me. We are doing “Fresh Prince of BelAir.” Asmir has been looking forward to
this for a long, long time.
“I can’t wait for the Lip Sync,”
said Asmir. “It is going to be awesome.”
Aiden agreed, “I am going to be a little nervous, but I will
do fine. I am really looking forward to the performance.”
The 2016 Lip Sync will be the best ever.
Pictured: Left to right: RJ “Puffy” Paff, John “Turkey” Turk,
Tyler “T-Fresh” Hommel and Asmir “A-Men” Asmir. These hip
gents will be bringing the house down on Friday. Wear protective
clothing as the roof will be blown off the Morse Auditorium.

The Chocolate Snowman
By Gillian Mills
Every child dreams of winning a gigantic chocolate snowman.
Something delicious to savor and devour. Each year a lucky Morse student
gets to live this dream.
Fifth grader Kayleigh Dolan was this year’s grand prize winner of the
“Show you care raffle” and got to take home a huge white chocolate snowman to enjoy over Christmas break.
Dolan said when my name got called I was surprised. Dolan though she was never going to get
the chocolate snowman. Her favorite part of the
Show You Care Raffle was winning the chocolate
snowman. She liked it when she got the snowman.
The Show You Care Raffle is important because it makes you think of the kindness and generosity of Matthew Judge. Matthew Judge a former Morse student used his owe money to buy a
chocolate snowman and raffle it off to raise money for people who did not have any food.
Dolan remember past Show You Care Raffle
Kayliegh’s snowman dream
and thought she would never win. The winning
came true.
ticket was bought by Riley Lemay. Riley and
Kayleigh shared the chocolate snowman. Kayleigh said that the chocolate
snowman tasted delicious.
Kayleigh Dolan achieved the dream of winning the chocolate snowman.
MAYBE YOU’RE NEXT?
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Sports Department
Edited By Liam Curtis

Wild Card Weekend
By Paul Croce and Michael Tucker
The weekend of January 9 was known as Wildcard Weekend, in the National Football League, where the teams in playoff
seedings 3-6 play each other in single elimination games. For the
first time in NFL history all of the wildcard teams won in the same week.
The Kansas City Chiefs against
Houston Texans was a crazy game. For
starters the Chiefs kick returner Knile
Davis returned the opening kickoff for a
106 yard touchdown. The Chiefs ended
up shutting out the Texans 30-0 for the
first time since 2004. The next game
Kansas City Chiefs running back was an embarrassment. The Cincinnati
Spencer Ware celebrates after
scoring a touchdown against the Bengals played the Pittsburgh Steelers
where there was 14 penalties for unnecHouston Texans.
essary roughness. The game was scoreless until the end of the second quarter where the Steelers kicked
two field goals. On one play in the second half Ben Roethlisberger went down hard and had to get carted off the field. The
Bengals then scored 2 touchdowns with 2 point conversions to
make the score 16-15 with 3 minutes left. The Steelers ended up
winning by a field goal to make the final score 18-16.
Now to the NFC. The Seattle Seahawks battled the Minnesota Vikings. It
was a spectacular
effort by the Vikings
but they ended up
being behind at the
end of the fourth
quarter. The score
was 10-9, Seattle
was ahead. The Vikings could have
won. All they had to Just Print It has evidence of the improper hold of the ball
prior to the game winning FG attempt by the Minnesota
do was kick a three Vikings.
The laces of the ball are facing the kicker causfoot field goal, and
ing the kicker to push the ball to the left.
they missed it! Rumors were the kicker’s holder held the ball the wrong way. The
Seattle Seahawks won 10-9.
The last game of Wild Card Weekend was the Green Bay
Packers and the Washington Redskins. Long story short, the Packers dominated 35-18.
Wild card weekend is extra exciting and until next season,
that is all we have.

SUPER BOWL 50
By Teresa Bautista &
Maya Hendrickson
On February 7th 2016
the Super Bowl happened. It
was the Denver Broncos Vs
Carolina Panthers. The winner
was the Denver Broncos. The
score was 24-10. Beforehand
we interviewed 5 fourth graders and 3 sixth graders. We
asked them who do you want to win. Natalie Tucker
and Nick Stinemire said they wanted the Panthers to
win.
Brady Reynolds, Andrew Mulford, Emma
Hallion, Mitchell Hart, Jared McCaig and Eli Bowers
wanted the Broncos to win. Personally we wanted the
Broncos to win too. The next question we asked was
who do you
think is better
Cam Newton
or
Peyton
Manning? Natalie Tucker,
Nick
Stinemire, Jared McCaig and
Mitchell Hart
thought Cam
Newton
was Peyton Manning savors the moment of winning Super Bowl 50. It is expected Manning
better
and will retire before next season, but right now
Brady
Reynhe is enjoying the moment.
olds,
Emma
Hallion, Andrew Mulford and Eli Bowers thought
Peyton Manning is better.
That is what some kids thought about the
Super Bowl.
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Meet the Morse Student Body
A sixth grader named
Shaun Sussman is getting hot
pink highlights in his hair to finalize his “look” for the Morse
Lip Sync. He thinks people will
be glued to his magnificent hair.
He says it will make him more
By R.J. Paff
popular and maybe famous.
“People will be amazed at my awesome hair.” I know that
his hair will turn some heads. What do you think would you
get a bright color for highlights.
The handsome, talented
He is very confident and not nervous at all he says and extremely interesting
Shaun Sussman.
it will make him more popular.
Shaun is eager to hit the stage and does not have any fear
of stage fright. He said, “Maybe for other people staring at them but not for me it’s
not a distraction.”
That is the story of Shaun!

The
Highlight of
Shaun

did really good,
perfectly for Ashley. “I was
but I didn’t think
kind of nervous. But a lot
we would win the
of people were nice to me
championship.
and it turned out good.
We watched the
Now we have a really tight
other teams and
bond,” she said. There are
they looked betabout a half dozen local
ter than us,” she
competitors who moved up
said. “We were
to the Albany program.
not thinking of
Transportation sometimes
first place at all.”
requires carpooling as AshThe
ley and her family try to
teams performed
juggle two mandatory 2-1/2
a 2 and a half
practice and one 2 hour
minute
routine
practice each week. With
which they have
travel time, Ashley spends
been practicing
about 13 hours each week in Ashley’s smile and good nature are for months and on
training. Additionally, she more known to her classmates than the second day, the
her two national championships.
travels to competitions in
Vipers started to
Maryland, Massachusetts,
Florida, sense something special could happen.
Georgia, Texas and Buffalo, New York. “The second day we did even better.
The training and travel have We didn’t think we would get first, but
paid off for Ashley and her teammates. felt like we would finish in the top
The National Cheer Team Champion- three.” The team was very excited
ship is an extremely prestigious compe- about their performance and knew their
tition whereby the best programs in the coaches were happy, too.
nation perform. Winning this championThe tension and excitement
ship carries greater importance than the built as the judges announced each
championship she had won a year earli- team’s finish starting with the last place
er. “The first day of the competition we team. “As they
(Continued from page 1)

Editors in Chief
Liam Curtis & Kierstin Benson

Check out www.justprintit.net for more
Morse news and “like” us on Facebook
for more up-to-date news and video.
Just Print It: “Your source for all things
Morse!”

got closer to first place and we hadn’t been
called, it got more nerve-wracking,” Ashley
recalled. “As it got to the top three, we
thought we got second, but then they announced ‘Dallas, Texas,’ we got excited and
we knew we were first. Everyone was excited and some were crying.”
Winning the National Championship
earned Ashley and her medals, a commemorative jacket and a banner for their gym.
Most importantly though, it gave the team an
automatic berth in the super-prestigious competition at Disney World. This competition is
far more selective than the one they won a
year earlier. It is elite “invitation only” tournament.
Ashley’s family not only supports
her, but is very much involved. Justine, her
older sister, a former Morse student now in
seventh grade competes, as well. Justine is in
the next level up and last year was on Ashley’s Gym Stars Team. Her other sister, Bailey, who is in kindergarten also is a cheer
team competitor. In fact, her team won a
competition, as well. (Tiny Level)
Ashley’s mom Eileen, and dad TJ,
work extra jobs to keep them involved in
these activities. Dad works as a security officer for a local hospital and mom and dad
own TJ’s Barns, specializing in outdoor structures such as barns, carports and play areas.
Ashely loves competing. Winning is
very important, but she finds the byproducts
of competition even more rewarding. “Some
of my best memories are making new friends
and having tight bonds with my team,” she
said. “Of course I love winning, too. It is
hard to win without a tight friendship with
your team.”
Post script:
Yesterday, February 28 in Buffalo,
NY Ashley and her Cheer Intensity team,
The Vipers, won the American Majestic
Cheer and Dance Team National Championship.

“Like” us on Facebook!
Facebook/Just Print It
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This is that one time a year for the
sixth graders to have their fun at the Lip Sync
with their friend’s.
By Logan Griffin
I interviewed two of the performers
they are Roger James
Paff, from Mrs. Tucker’s class and Spencer Flanagan from Mrs. Brott’s class. RJ
Paff is doing the song from The Fresh Prince of Bel Air
with his friends. He said he’s doing that song because of the
TV show “The Fresh Prince of Bel Air.” He said it will entertain the kids because it’s funny. His group is excited because they will be laughing through the whole song. “I’ll
be laughing at Tyler because he does funny dance moves.”
“Puffy” said he is a little nervous so try your best to no
make him more comfortable.
Flanagan is doing a song called “Waka Waka.”
She is doing this song with her friend Payton Rose . She
“Puffy” Paff will be mak- said she wasn’t as nervous as
ing the audience smile with
Puffy, but she’s a little. “Not that
his Lip Sync performance.
many people will know this song
but some might”, she said.
Tickets are on sale
now. Buy them before they are Behind this tribal make-up
is Spencer Flanagan.
sold out. Trust me you’re not
Spencer and her friend
going to waste your money. It’s Peyton Rose will make
an amazing show.
everyone love this song,

Get Set! Rock!

not just Fozzy Bear.

“Google Us” JPI TV
“Watch Us” on Vimeo
and Youtube

“Like Us”

“Share

Us” with

Morse Set to
Rock
By Emily Schlosser
The annual Sixth Grade Lip Sync happens
every year. The sixth graders put a lot of
hard work and time into this to make this a
fun experience for all grades. The lip sync
is an enjoyable, exciting and creative experience for teachers, staff and students in the
school.
If you want to be part of this
amazing project, you just have to wait until
you are in the sixth grade. It is guaranteed
you will love this thrilling event.
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GET THE
FACTS!
SNS is an acronym for
many things including Secured
Network Services. SNS is a way to
make sure secret and highly confidential information is transmitted
safely through electronic means. At
Morse school however, SNS means
only one thing. Shaun Nikolas Sussman.
SNS at Morse school is a
fortress of confidential and top
secret information. Nothing escapes
his lips without first getting a debriefing from his team of neurons
checking, double checking and triple checking its accuracy and confidentiality.
Having been the first
graduate of the FBI and CIA Training Academy under the age of 10,
SNS possesses a wealth of information which usually mystifies
those who are not privy to the logistics and incomprehensible intelligence he receives.
Sometime SNS needs to
go undercover and incognito forcing
him out of his pants and into casual
attire. He enters into stealth mode
and is able to undermine even the
most dastardly criminal or psychopath.
The hit TV Show
“Intelligence” is based upon the
crimes SNS has stopped.
Next time you see him in
the halls, or worse yet, don’t see
him, you can be sure he sees you
and is collecting data on you.

This simple fact proves that
those who read “Just Print It”
are 10% smarter than those who
don’t read.

Just Print It is looking for students to write news stories
about events going on in and around Morse School. Feel
free to submit a story to our editorial department and we will
be happy to consider it for publication. Don’t forget to include your name and teacher!
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Entertainment Department
Edited by: Spencer Flanagan

Figure Skating Monthly
By Nicole Moorhus
This is figure skating monthly reporting for duty! We
are in a very serious part of the job! We are talking
about the third test.
This is when I become what’s called a prejuvenile. I work on three turns, edges, power pulls,
circle eights and Mohawks. This is the time to go
solo. You work hard if you want and you don’t if
you don’t want it.
If you like roller blading this is the sport for
you. This is the best sport (including softball) that I
know! When you ice skate it feels like your walking
on air!! Even boys can ice skate. Just like girls play
hockey. It is super fun to do!!!
People think hockey is super hard, but you
can only tell once you try figure skating.
This is my figure skating life!

March 4 is the date for the annual sixth grade Lip Sync. Since late
December students, parents and staff have been preparing for this
major Morse Memory. Tickets are on sale now. Get them before
they sell out. You will be sure to see Hudson’s Crew, Michael Jackson and Bobby McFerrin , as well as the Beatles, Miranda Lambert
and many more.
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Paff Perfect

Just Print It Needs You!

By Robert Moon

All students are invited to submit stories to be considered
for publication. Our next edition will come out in Early
May, 2016.

RJ Paff is a sixth grader at Morse and will be in the
Morse Lip Sync on March 4. RJ will be performing “Fresh
Prince of Bel Air.”
“I cannot wait until the Lip Sync,” he said. “I hope
we can do really good and have a good time doing it.” He
will be performing with his
friends Asmir Ayaz, John Turk
and Tyler Hommel.
“I am ready to perform
and I think this will be the best
one yet,” he said. “This is the
coolest thing I have done,” he
added. “My group is going to
have the best time. I think we
are going to rock the roof off the
school with our performance.”
The Lip Sync is important for younger kids because
sixth graders get to show their
talent to parents, students and the
teachers. “It teaches the students how good teamwork really
pays off,” he said.
Be sure to watch RJ and the rest of the sixth grade
class show their talents and have fun performing with their
friends.

If you think you have a good story that related to the
larger Morse Community, we would love to have you on
our staff!

There are no requirements to submit a story other than it
must be a newsworthy story containing factual accounts
of events concerning our school. Don’t forget to answer
the essential reporters questions: Who?, What ?,Where?,
When?, Why? and How?

Deadline is April 29, 2016.
Just Print It Needs You!

starter for Fairleigh Dickenson University was on
hand to witness his sister’s big moment.
Saugerties reached the championship game
after an exciting late-game comeback win over defending champion Wallkill High School. In that
game, Ritvanen and Anna VanRoy hit critical last minute shots to give the Sawyers the lead. Dudzic also
hit a huge fourth quarter three pointer to narrow the
lead and fuel the comeback.
Next up for Saugerties is the section I champiThe Saugerties Girls’ Varsity Basketball on. They will play on Tuesday at the Westchester
team won the Section IX Class A Championship on County Center. They are two wins away from a NYS
Sunday, February 28 behind 29 points from senior Final Four.
guard Tanisha Edge. The girls routed the number 1
tournament seed Cornwall Dragons 57-32. Kellyann Averill chipped in 14 points as the game was
never in doubt for Coach Melville and his team.
Featuring seven former Morse students including Averill, Nickie Joers, Rachel Wood, Miranda Ritvanen, Grace and Anna VanRoy and eighth
grader Erin Dudzic, many Morse students, parents
and teachers travelled to SUNY New Paltz to witness this milestone and cheer on the team. Early in
the first quarter Tanisha Edge knocked down a
three to give her 1000 points for her career and the
crowd erupted with 1000 point signs and banners.
Tanisha and her brother Darnell, who got 1000 last
year for the section IX champion boys are the first
sibling duo to achieve this milestone. Darnell, a

Banner time for Sawyer Girls
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Engineers Day Coming Soon
Over the next few days, Morse fourth, fifth and sixth grade
students will be learning about careers in engineering as part of the
annual Engineer’s week program. Sponsored by IBM and part of
schools around the nation, Engineers’ Week is designed to show students about the professional opportunities related to engineering.
Morse has been lucky to have
great activities provided by local engineers and this year
will be no different.
If you like designing,
building
and
improving
things, perhaps engineering is
for you.

Last year students designed and built
catapults designed to propel objects in
a straight line for a long distance.
The engineers, Mr. MacIsaac and
Mr. DeAngelis built their own catapult called “The Big Cat” and
demonstrated its power with gigantic
snowballs.

On this date (LEAP DAY)
in History:
Two women have given birth to
three leap day babies, according to the
New York Daily News. The Henriksen
family from Norway had their children
on leap days in 1960, 1964 and 1968.
The most recent family to tie the record
is the Estes family from Utah. Their children were born in 2004, 2008 and 2012.
So, depending on how you look at it, the
children will celebrate their third, second
and first birthdays this year.
In order to gain the cooperation
of the indigenous people of Jamaica,
Christopher Columbus used the lunar
eclipse on February 29, 1504, to his advantage, according to the BBC. The local
chiefs decided to stop helping his crew
with the food and provisions they had
been supplying, so he told them that God
was going to punish them by painting the
moon red. During the eclipse, Columbus
said God would end the punishment if
they cooperated. The chiefs agreed to
continue giving them supplies, and of
course the lunar eclipse ended.

Just Print It Needs You!
All students are invited to submit stories to be
considered for publication. Our next edition will
come out just before our holiday break in December.
If you think you have a good story that related to
the larger Morse Community, we would love to
have you on our staff!
There are no requirements to submit a story
other than it must be a newsworthy story containing factual accounts of events concerning our
school. Don’t forget to answer the essential
reporters questions: Who?, What ?,Where?,
When?, Why? and How?

Composition Editor
John Turk

Deadline is April 29, 2016.
Just Print It Needs You!

J U S T P R I NT I T

Snow Day
By Lily Richards
and Natalie Miller
If you want to build a
snowman you can go outside.
You should include your sisters,
brothers, babies and your parents,
too.
Then you can go sledding.
After you go sledding you can
drink hot cocoa. Don’t forget
your family, too.
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Easter
By Natalie Miller

Easter Bunny

Awesome
Spring
Tie Die Eggs
Eggs
Ride to Different Places

250-300 people at the Lip Sync. They
are both buying and making their costumes.
Last but not least we interviewed Caroline Johansen, Heidi MulBy Faith VanRoy and Natalie
ford, and Ginger Defino. The three of
Vail
them are doing
“Don’t Worry,
We interviewed 3
Be Happy; By:
different groups. Mitchell
Bobby McFerHart’s, Renee Baldwin’s, and
rin. They all
Caroline Johansen’s groups.
enjoy working
First, we interviewed
on their perforMitchell Hart, Isaiah Snyder,
mance because
Jared McCaig, Paul Croce,
they like their
Jack Quinlan, and Marciano
props and acNeglia. They are doing the
cessories.
song Twist & Shout, By: The
Emily and Renee have been working a Don’t Worry, Be
Beetles. Our question was “Do
long, long time perfecting their act.
Happy was choyou enjoy working on your
sen because it is
performance and why” they
Heidi’s favorite saying. “Blank Space,
all replied “Yes, because we get to dance
Twist & Shout and Best Song Ever” are
and we are all friends.” They chose
the acts they are looking forward to. All
“Twist & Shout” because they love the
three of them said that they thought
movie. They look forward to seeing the
there is going to be about 300 people at
acts Blank Space and Shake it off. The
Lip Sync 2016. They are buying their
whole group thinks that there is going to
costumes.
be 300-350 people at Lip Sync 2016.
According to all groups Lip
Mitchell, Jack, Jared, Isaiah, Paul and
Sync will be on March 4th. We are defiMarciano are buying their costumes.
nitely looking forward to Lip Sync
Next, we interviewed Emily
2016!
Brink and Renee Baldwin. Renee and
Emily are doing the song “Blank
Space”, by Taylor Swift. They enjoy
working on their performance because
they like to dance. The song was chosen
because it is easy to dance to. Both of
them look forward to seeing “Twist and
Shout” and “Shake it off”. Emily and
Renee think that there are going to be

Did You Know?


You've got a 1-in-1461 chance
of being born on a leap day.



February 29th is the one day
where women are traditionally
expected to propose to men.



February 29th birthdays are
handled differently everywhere.
In most U.S. states and places
like the U.K. and Hong Kong,
people with 2/29 birthdays don't
hit legal milestones until March
1st. In places including China,
Taiwan and New Zealand, February 28th is the legal birthday.
Sweden once celebrated February 30th, too.



In 1700, Sweden was planning
to switch its calendar to the
modern Gregorian calendar
from the older Julian calendar...
and they'd do it by eliminating
Leap Days for 40 years. But
then they got into the Great
Northern War and forgot the
plan.



Mr. Spirig is from Switzerland,
not Sweden.



Leap year babies, called
leaplings, are said to have unusual talents by astrologers.

Valentine’s Day
By Spencer Flanagan

By Ashly Pitt

Robert Moon is a 6th grader in Mrs.
Tucker’s class. Moon was not looking forward to Valentine’s Day. Instead, Moon likes
to hang out with his friends and he did not
have special plans
for
Valentine’s
Day. Moon said
“Usually, I like to
play video games
on
Valentine’s
Candy and hearts do
Day.” He did not
not interest Bob on
as
to
Valentines Day, but comment
whether he likes to
Candy Crush and
Minecraft satisfy this play video games on
sweetheart.
other days, or guts it
Morgan shared Valenout and plays them any- tines with her classway.
mates even though
Morgan Bennett is also in Mrs. February 14 was on a
weekend.
Tucker’s class. Bennett hoped to go to
school and pass out candy to her classmates.
However, since Valentine’s Day was on a Sunday this year, she
handed them out on February 12. Bennett said “My favorite Valentine’s Day was when my mom gave me a tableful of candy and
toys.”

Friday January 22 is PARP kick off.
PARP is a program to encourage
kids and parents to read together.
Kaelin Legoff is in third grade
Legoff didn’t do PARP last year.
Kaelin said PARP means Parents As
Reading Partners. This year’s theme
is star wars. PARP encourage reading because you read with your parents. Legoff said PARP is important
because you need to read.
Adriana Ramos is in first
grade. Romos does PARP. Adriana
said PARP means Parents As Reading Partners.
This year’s theme
is star wars said Romos. Adriana
likes PARP.
If you’re in Grant D. Morse School and you don’t
do PARP this year do it next year. PARP is and other way
GDM does reading at home.

By: Jenna Wormell, Ashly
Pitt, and Gillian Mills
The leprechaun trap are
coming up. The kids are excited. We
interview three fourth graders their
names are Ethan Mills, Jenna Welch,
and Natalie Tucker they are in Mrs.
Dudzics class.
Fourth grade teacher Mrs.
Dudzic class is very excited because
they saw the ones in the past. The
leprechaun Trap museum is on
March 18th. They will be learning it Mrs. Dudzic, the taller one, along with Mrs. Mulford (not pictured),
keep the fourth grade excited about Irish Heritage and Simple Mathis week (February 9th).
chines. They are able to creatively connect both topics with their
Natalie Tucker is in Mrs. wonderful Leprechaun Trap Project. The fourth grade will have their
Dudzic’s class. She is excited for the
projects on display on March 17.
leprechaun traps. Tucker is going to

use lever ‘screw pulley and
ramp. She thinks she will get a
good grade.
Jenna Welch is in 4th grade. Welch
is super excited for the leprechaun traps. The supplies
welch will use is paint, hot glue
gun, cardboard, tubes. Welch
thinks she will get a 95.

Ethan Mills is in
Mrs. Dudzic’s class. Mrs.
Dudzic’s class every year
make leprechaun traps and
they let the whole school see
them. They also see how
they work. Mills is excited
to build his leprechaun tarp.
He going to use a pulley,
stairs, lever and a screw. Mills thinks he
will get a B+.
In conclusion Ethan, Natalie,
and Jenna think that they
will do very good on the
leprechaun traps.
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